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Inspired by www.adrianbruce.com . Visit the site for heaps more free 
reading and educational resources. While there, read some of the 

testimonials from teachers working with children in less fortunate 
circumstances than ourselves.  
Donations to the site ensure that Adrian’s site remains free and 
grows. You can make a secure donation through the site. This will 
show your appreciation for the resources and for making learning a 
little more fun. You may also wish to check out some of the sponsors 
of the site to see what they have to offer. 
 
Thank you. Billy Reid  Derry N. Ireland 
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1. Dealer shuffles and deals 5 cards face down to each 

player. Put remaining cards face down in centre.  

2.  Players pick up their cards not letting others see the 

pictures or words.  

3.  Players place matching cards in front of them. 

4.  The dealer then asks any other player if they have a 

card that matches one in their hand eg “John, do you 

have we?” 

5. If ‘yes’ the card must be handed over so the questioner 

can make a pair. The pair is placed down and questioner 

asks again. 

6. If the player doesn’t have the card they say ‘Go Fish’ 

and questioner picks top card from centre pile to try and 

make a pair. If they make a pair they ask again, if they 

cannot make a pair the next player has a turn. 

7. If a player does not have a card on their turn they take 

the top card from the centre pile and ask. 

8. The game continues until there are no cards left. 
9. The winner is the person with the most pairs. 

 


